


nce upon a time, in a Faraway Kingdom,
a dragon kidnapped a young princess and imprisoned 
her in his castle.

 brave knight set forth on a journey to rescue the
beautiful maiden from the clutches of the beast...

           A cliché story?
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It would be, if we were to overlook the details.



Meet Xandria,
the Dragon Queen,
and she indeed kidnapped the princess.

To marry off her wayward 

son, Prince Ktorhu,

and finally get him to move

out of his mom's castle!

Well... or at least
tidy up his room.



And the brave knight 
Sir Darius is already on 

his way,
determined to rescue 

the princess.

owever, neither Prince Ktorhu nor Princess 
Marianna are eager to tie the knot.H



ou are about to choose your hero
and embark on a challenging journey
from the Kingdom of Dragons to the Kingdom of Humans,
solving puzzles along the way and battling monsters.

hoose your path wisely, but remember that any road can lead you to success.
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ou are about to choose your hero
and embark on a challenging journey
from the Kingdom of Dragons to the Kingdom of Humans,
solving puzzles along the way and battling monsters.



t's up to you whether your hero finds love,
and only you decide to whom
you give your heart,
for there is no wrong love.
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"The Marriage of Dragon" is a role-playing game in the 
genre of a text-based quest and visual novel set in a fantasy 
world full of magic and adventures, suitable for players of all 
ages and levels.

Players will choose their character and, depending on that 
choice, embark on an adventure as a princess kidnapped by 
the dragon queen, a dragon getting to know its abducted bride, 
or a knight settinzg out to rescue the princess.

The main characters eventually meet and continue their
journey from the dragon's castle to the royal palace together.



ach character has its strengths and weaknesses, which 
players need to consider in battles or peaceful negotiations, 
finding a way out of traps, or navigating unfamiliar places.
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Strength

Athletics

Survival

Speed

Agility

Accuracy

Magic

Intelligence

Eloquence



Relationships between the characters play a crucial role in 
the game. Players can either fall out with all team members 
and continue the journey alone (which is likely to end sadly) 
or build strong friendships and, with some characters, even 
develop a romantic relationship.

Along the heroes' path, they will encounter amazing places, 
interesting stories, and creatures of various levels of
friendliness.

The main character's task is to reach the human kingdom 
and enter the palace, and the end of the game will depend on 
the decisions made throughout the journey.



Unique Game Features:

    Choice of the main character: princess, dragon, or knight for storyline 
progression. This allows the player to see the story from different perspectives 
and delve deeper into the game world.

    Three different versions of gameplay: navigate through the portal system, 
explore the catacombs, or venture into the enchanted forest. This provides the 
opportunity to play the game three times in different locations, utilizing different 
skills.

    Various relationships with Characters: the hero can choose friends or a 
romantic partner regardless of gender and biological species or remain a lone 
adventurer.

    Colorful graphics and a unique style.

    Light narrative with elements of humor, suitable for both solo play and family 
evenings or friendly gatherings.
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Level designer, 3D modeler

Master of visual effects

Gamer

Over 20 years of professional 
experience

The journey
  begins!

 hat kind
   of hero 
will you become?
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ho are we?W

We are the creators of a unique VR treadmill, the world's first, 
allowing users to swim and fly in virtual reality.

With extensive experience in developing software products across 
various fields, we also have two proprietary games available on the 
Steam platform.

We excel in the technologies of game development and understand the 
journey from a game idea to its placement in the store.

SilverCord-VR is a small indie game 
development and VR technology studio.
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Lead developer

Character, UI, Sound design

Gamer

Over 20 years of programming 
experience

Level designer, 3D modeler

Master of visual effects

Gamer

Over 20 years of professional 
experience

Stress-relief manager

The studio's main decoration

Gamer

Cat with over 5 years of professional 
experience

OUR TEAM


